
Live Life In Style 
 
Mosaic Life Care Wardrobe Standards 
 
The Uniform Committee has created Mosaic Life Care’s wardrobe standard (HR 2170); 
please use these information highlights as a guide to the new wardrobe standard. 
 
Clinical Caregivers 
 
Based on caregiver feedback, we have chosen a variety of scrub brands to allow for an 
assortment of sizes and styles.  Additionally, to ensure the best caregiver experience, 
these brands allow for a range of fabric options. All Mosaic Life Care clinical caregivers 
may wear all solid one-color styles of the following brands of scrubs in the listed colors: 
Cherokee, Dickies, and Landau. For a complete reference of style numbers, please 
visit the vendor’s online catalogs at:  
 

http://www.cherokeeuniforms.com/ 
http://www.dickies.com/ 
http://www.landau.com/ 

 
When placing a request through the Mosaic Auxiliary Gift Shop Order Form, please be 
sure to reference the color and style prefix code. 
 
Cherokee 
 
Fabric Options Color Options 
Premium Black (BLKW) 

Royal (ROYW) 
White (WHTW) 
Pewter (PWTW) 
Ceil (CIEW) 
Wine (WINW) 
Teal Blue (TLBW) 
Eggplant (EGGW) 

Originals Black (BLKW) 
Royal (ROYW) 
White (WHTW) 
Pewter (PWTW) 
Ceil (CIEW) 
Wine (WINW) 
Teal Blue (TLBW) 
Grey (GRYW) 
Eggplant (EGGW) 
Orchid (ORCW) 
Dandelion (DANW) 

Flexibles Black (BLKB) 



Pewter (PWTB) 
Royal (RYLB) 
White (WHTS) 
Wine (WNEB) 
Ceil (CIEB) 
Teal Blue (TELB) 
Eggplant (EGPB) 

 
Dickies 
 
Fabric Options Color Options 
Every Day Scrubs Black (BLWZ) 

Ceil Blue (CIWZ) 
Eggplant (EGWZ) 
Pewter (PTWZ) 
Royal (ROWZ) 
Teal Blue (TLWZ) 
White (WHWZ) 
Wine (WIWZ) 

Gen Flex Black (BLKZ) 
Ceil Blue (CBLZ) 
Eggplant (EGPZ) 
Pewter (PEWZ) 
Royal (RYLZ) 
White (DWHZ) 
Wine (WINZ) 

Men’s Fit Black (BLKZ) 
Ceil Blue (CBLZ) 
Pewter (PEWZ) 
Royal (RYLZ) 
White (DWHZ) 
Wine (WINZ) 

Missy Fit Black (BLKZ) 
Ceil Blue (CBLZ) 
Eggplant (EGPZ) 
Pewter (PEWZ) 
Royal (RYLZ) 
Teal Blue (TLWZ) 
White (DWHZ) 
Wine (WINZ) 

Unisex Black (BLKZ) 
Ceil Blue (CBLZ) 
Eggplant (EGPZ) 
Pewter (PEWZ) 
Royal (RYLZ) 
Teal Blue (TLWZ) 



White (DWHZ) 
Wine (WINZ) 

Xtreme Stretch Black (BLKZ) 
Ceil Blue (CBLZ) 
Eggplant (EGPZ) 
Pewter (PEWZ) 
Royal (RYLZ) 
Teal Blue (TLWZ) 
White (DWHZ) 
Wine (WINZ) 

 
Landau 
 
Fabric Options Color Options 
Urbane Ultimate with Stretch Black (BKAH) 

Royal (BEAH) 
Wine (RWAH) 
Steel (STAH) 
Graphite (GRAH)  
Teal (BTAH) 

Landau Black (BKP)  
Concord Purple (RCCP) 
Graphite (GRP) 
Mediterranean Blue (MEBP) 
Royal Blue (BEP) 
Silver (SLSP) 
Steel Gray (STP) 
Wine (RWP) 

Scrub Zone Wine  
Royal 
Teal 
Orchid 
Grey  
Black 

 
Clinical caregivers may wear any colored scrub top with black bottoms. However, if the 
scrub bottoms are any other color than black, the scrub top must be the same color. 
 
Clinical caregivers may wear a black, grey (pewter), or white t-shirt or long-sleeve t-shirt 
underneath their scrubs. 
 
Advanced Practice Nurses may wear a short (at or below 33” in length) white lab coat, 
with the option for an embroidered Mosaic Life Care logo and credentials. 
 
Physicians may wear a long (at or exceeding 33” in length) white lab coat, with the 
option for an embroidered Mosaic Life Care logo and credentials. 



 
Non-Clinical Caregivers 
 
All Mosaic Life Care non-clinical caregivers are required to wear business casual, 
unless a specific uniform is required; for example, Nutrition and Dining Services, 
Housekeeping, Grounds, etc. Uniform selection is based on Team Leader and 
departmental standards. 
 
The way in which Mosaic Life Care caregivers present themselves contributes to the 
overall patient and customer experience. Caregivers represent the organization, and 
their personal appearance is important in shaping the impressions developed by our 
many and diverse customers. We appreciate all of your support with this process! 
 
 
 


